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We present a calculation of quantum tunneling time based on the transition duration of wave peak from one
side of a barrier to the other. In our formulation, the tunneling time comprises a real and an imaginary part. The
real part is an extension of the phase tunneling time with quantum corrections whereas the imaginary time is
associated with energy derivatives of the probability amplitudes.
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Quantum tunneling, where a particle has a probability to
penetrate a classically forbidden region, is one of the most
important applications and the striking features of wave me-
chanics. It is well known that the total barrier penetration
probability may be calculated directly from the stationary
Schrödinger equation. However, its tunneling time remains
an undefined and controversial topic for many years(for a
recent and rather extensive review, see Ref.[1]). Indeed, an
outstanding problem regarding quantum tunneling time con-
cerns the issue of causality in the particle propagation.

The classical definition for the duration of a collision
event is unambiguous and often straightforward. The time is
measured by observing the movement of a particle from one
point in space to another. In quantum mechanics, however,
the uncertainty principle disallows such a simple measure-
ment and there is, therefore, a need to redefine the notion of
tunneling time.

Quantum tunneling processes and the definition of quan-
tum tunneling times have been investigated extensively by
using numerical [2,3], experimental [4–9], and analytic
methods in a number of works. There have been several
methods on how tunneling time can be estimated. The con-
cept of phase time[10–12] was calculated from the temporal
delay of the transmitted wave packet so that the tunneling
time is associated with an energy derivative of phase shift. In
another approach, quantum tunneling time was obtained
from the Wigner function of the propagating wave packet
[12,13]. It is also possible to investigate quantum tunneling
time using the local Larmor time. The local Larmor time
[14–18] was defined by using an averaged spin component
ksyl of the particles due to the Larmor precession arising
from a homogeneous magnetic field confined to the barrier
region. In yet another popular formalism, Büttiker and Lan-
dauer proposed that one should study quantum tunneling
time using the transmission coefficient through a static bar-
rier augmented by a small oscillation in the barrier height.
An equally popular method concerns the computation of
dwell time. The dwell time[19,20] was expressed as the total
probability of the particle within the barrier divided by the
incident probability current, which may average over all
scattering channels. Other methods, such as Bohmian trajec-
tories [21], Feynman path integral[22–26], Nelson’s quan-
tum mechanics[27,28], variational approach[29], and dis-
persion relations[30] have also been attempted. In most of

these cases, the tunneling time was often defined as the time
spent by path of particle within the barrier. Despite several
attempts to unify these concepts, there is still no preferred
notion of quantum tunneling time.

It has been known for sometime that different arrange-
ments for the tunneling process could lead to different rel-
evant time scales. The controversy surrounding this question
is evident in the historical development of the problem.
Therefore, a clear and an unambiguous interpretation of the
temporal process of tunneling is important not only for its
possible applications but also for a fundamental interest in
physical problem. In this paper, we propose a definition of
the quantum tunneling time using the invariant property of
time-space translation and compare our results with some
previous works on the subject.

We first begin by considering a scattering process under a
static square-well potential localized in the intervals0,dd,

Vsxd = 50 sx , 0d,
V0 s0 , x , dd,
0 sx , dd.

s1d

The Hamiltonian for the system isH= k̂2/2m+Vsxd. It is

obvious for a constant potential thatfH ,Hg=fH , k̂g=0. This
implies that the energy and momentum of the system are
conserved. It is well known that the energy and momentum
conservation correspond to an invariance of the time-space
translation. In other words, the space and time are homoge-
neous. Specifically, one can consider the transformation,

T: x → x + a, t → t + s, s2d

with a corresponding unitary operatorusT d acting on the
Hilbert space as

uc8l = usT ducl

=usT d E dxdtux,tlkx,tucl

=E dxdtux + a,t + slcsx,td

=E dx8dt8ux8,t8lcsx8 − a,t8 − sd, s3d
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whereuc8l and ucl are state vectors in the Hilbert space and
csx,td=kx,t ucl is the wave function. According to Eq.s3d,
the wave function possesses the following translational sym-
metry,

c8sx,td = kx,tuc8l=E dx8dt8kx,tux8,t8lcsx8 − a,t8 − sd

=E dx8dt8dsx8 − xddst8 − tdcsx8 − a,t8 − sd

=csx − a,t − sd. s4d

We next suppose that the incoming particles are represented
by a plane wave of unit amplitude and scattered by the po-
tential Vsxd in Eq. s1d. The incoming wave is partially re-
flected elastically and partially transmitted. Moreover, the
wave function satisfies Schrödinger equation for a particle
with energy E="2k2/2m,V0 and assumes the following
form:

csxd = 5eikx−iEt/" + ÎRskdeibskd−ikx−iEt/" sx , 0d,
ÎBskdekx−iEt/" + ÎCskde−kx−iEt/" s0 , x , dd,
ÎTskdeiaskd+ikx−Et/" sd , xd,

s5d

where V0−E="2sk0
2−k2d /2m="2k2/2m, Rskd and Tskd are

the reflection and transmission probabilities, respectively;
andbskd andaskd are the corresponding phase shifts.

Since the values ofa and s in Eq. (4) are arbitrary, we
may seta=s=0 or a= ±Dx, s=0 at points ofx=0 andx=d
for arbitrary timet, respectively. Thus, one sees that

c8s0,td = cs0,td,
] c8s0,td

] x
=

] cs0,td
] x

, c8sd,td = csd,td,

] c8sd,td
] x

=
] csd,td

] x
, s6d

which are just some conditions for the continuity of the wave
function and its space derivatives. Thus,

Tskd = 4k2k2/Dskd = 1 −Rskd, s7d

ÎBskd =
ksk + ikd

ÎD
e−kd+iaskd+ikd, s8d

ÎCskd =
ksk − ikd

ÎD
ekd+iaskd+ikd, s9d

where

Dskd = 4k2k2 + k0
2 sinh2skdd, s10d

and the scattering phases are

askd + kd= bskd +
p

2
=− tan−1Fk2 − k2

2kk
tanhskddG . s11d

Sincecsx1,t1d andc8sx2,t2d in Eq. s4d can be regarded as the
wave functions for the incomingsreflectiond region and the
transmitted region, respectively; we have

eiskx1−Et1/"d + ÎRskdeifbskd−kx1−Et1/"g=ÎTskdeifaskd+kx2−Et2/"g,

s12d

where the incoming plane wave and reflection wave packet
may be combined as a single wave packet in the form of

eiskx1−Et1/"d + ÎRskdeifbskd−kx1−Et1/"g

= fcosskx1d + ÎRskdcos„bskd − kx1…ge−iEt1/"

+ ifsinskx1d + ÎRskdsin„bskd − kx1…ge−iEt1/"

=ÎA1skdeifg1skd−Et1/"g, s13d

with

A1skd = 1 +Rskd + 2ÎRskdcoss2kx1 − bd, s14d

and

g1skd = tan−1 sinskx1d + ÎRskdsinfbskd − kx1g
cosskx1d + ÎRskdcosfbskd − kx1g

. s15d

The wave packets between the two sides of the barrier can be
assumed to distribute sharply at a given energy without much
loss of generality. Using the peak positions of the two wave
packets, Eq.s12d and its energy derivative are given by

] lnÎA1skd
] E

+ i
] g1skd

] E
=

] lnÎTskd
] E

+ i
] askd

] E

+
] k

] E
x2 − i

t2 − t1
"

. s16d

Thus, a temporal delay caused by the tunneling process can
be expressed as

DtT = − i
1

vskd
F ] lnÎTskd

] k
−

] lnÎA1skd
] k

G
+

1

vskdFx2 − x1 +
] askd

] k
−

] g18skd
] k

G , s17d

where vskd="−1dE/dk="k/m is the group velocity, which
may be defined by assuming thatcsx1d and c8sx2d are two
plane waves in Eq.s12d. Moreover,

dg18skd
dk

=
ÎR

A1skd
F ] lnÎRskd

] k
sinsb − 2kx1d

+ fÎRskd + cossb − 2kx1dgS ] bskd
] k

− 2x1DG .

s18d

It is interesting to note that any corrections to the wave pack-
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ets can be obtained through the term] lnÎRskd /]k in the
temporal delays17d.

The tunneling time in Eq.(17) has real and the imaginary
parts. The imaginary part also appeared in the path-integral
approach[22–26], the Larmor procession in two perpendicu-
lar directions[16,17], and second-order expansion of Wigner
distribution [31,32]. The imaginary time associated with the
transmitted amplitude was first discovered under the calcula-
tion of the flux-flux correlation function[33,34]. The real
time associated with a momentum derivative of phase shifts
is similar to the results of phase time[10–13]. If the terms in
Eq. (17), ]lnÎA1skd /]k and ]g18skd /]k, are neglected, our
imaginary time is exactly the same as the calculation of the
flux-flux correlation function and our real time equals to the
transmission time obtained by the Wigner function of wave-
packet distribution[12]. The transmission phase time is in a
complete agreement with classical tunneling process[10,21].
Therefore, the correction terms,]lnÎA1skd /]k and]g18skd /]k,
are the quantum-mechanical effects.

In fact, the phase time with the imaginary part may be
obtained from our calculation by neglecting the reflection
wave packet on the left side of Eq.(12). It is obvious from
invariant property of the space-time translation(4) that this
solution is merely an approximation. Therefore, our quantum
tunneling time could be regarded as a more general formal-
ism of phase time.

In the reflection region, we set

eiskx1−Et1/"d + ÎRskdeifbskd−kx1−Et1/"g

= eiskx2−Et2/"d + ÎRskdeifbskd−kx2−Et2/"g, s19d

which can be written as

ÎA1skdeifg1skd−Et1/"g = ÎA2skdeifg2skd−Et2/"g, s20d

whereA2skd andg2skd may be obtained by replacingx1 by x2

in Eqs.s14d and s15d, respectively.
Similarly, for the two peaks of the wave packets between

two sides of Eq.(20), we have

− i
] lnÎA1skd/A2skd

] E
+

] g1skd
] E

−
] g2skd

] E
+

t2 − t1
"

= 0.

s21d

Thus, a time delay in the reflection region can be written as

DtR = − i
1

vskd
] lnÎA2skd/A1skd

] k

+
1

vskd
Sx2 − x1 +

] g28skd
] k

−
] g18skd

] k
D , s22d

wheredg28 /dk may be obtained by insertingx2 on x1 in Eq.
s18d. If the left side of Eq.s20d can be considered as the
incoming plane wave, the real part of Eq.s22d is the same as
the reflection delay calculated by using Wigner distribution
f12,13g. It is obvious that our results involve quantum-
mechanical corrections.

It is known that the transformation relation for the wave
function (4) determines the continuity condition(6). How-
ever, Eq.(4) does not include spin effects. If the interaction
between the spin and the magnetic field is considered within
the potential barrier, Eqs.(4) and(6) should also be modified
to take the spin effects into account under the space-time
transformation.

Over the last few years, several numerical simulations and
experimental papers presenting various indirect measure-
ments of barrier traversal times have appeared. Some of
these works seem to agree with the semiclassical time of

FIG. 1. A comparison of numerical traversal times for a thin
barrier (width 25 Å, height 0.1 eV, effective massm* =0.063me),
wheret is in unit of femtosecond. The solid line is our result, the
dotted line denotes Büttiker’s expression, and the dashed line is the
result for phase time.

FIG. 2. Tunneling time as Fig. 1 for a thick barrier(width
110 Å, height 0.2 eV, effective massm* =0.063me).

FIG. 3. Same as Fig. 1 for a thick barrier(width 200 Å, height
0.3 eV, effective massm* =0.063me).
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Büttiker and Landauer(BL time), while others seem to agree
with phase time[2,5–7,35–37]. The typical results of such a
sequence of experiments are usually illustrated using a typi-
cal thin or thick barrier. We have therefore chosen some
physically plausible values appropriate for tunneling barriers
in small GaAs structure(i.e., effective mass of 0.063me was
used—me being the bare electron mass). With appropriate
units and setting the thin barrier as 25 Å and the barrier
height as 0.1 eV, the tunneling time for our model is illus-
trated in Fig. 1. For a thick barrier corresponding to a barrier
width of 110 Å and 200 Å with height of 0.2 eV and 0.3 eV,
it is shown in Figures 2 and 3, respectively.

Figs. 1–3 also show a comparison of tunneling times for
phase time and BL time with our result. In case of the thin
barrier, our result is a good agreement with the phase time
(see Fig. 1). For the thick barrier, our results tend to agree
with the BL time forE.0.2V0 (see Figs. 2 and 3). However,
our curve appears to have a similar shape to the phase time.
Therefore, it is not surprising why some experiments seem to
agree with the BL time, while others seem to agree with the
phase time for the different barrier.

The results are found to depend on the effective mass.
When the effective mass decreases to a smaller value, our
results tend to agree with the phase time for both thin and the
thick barriers(see Figs. 4 and 5). Therefore, our tunneling
process using photon as incoming beam agrees well with the
phase time. This conclusion was also confirmed by the ex-
perimental results in Ref.[4].

It is noted in Eq.(17) that the phase time is an approxi-
mation of our quantum tunneling time. In addition, our tun-
neling time is directly defined by the symmetry property of
the wave function. Therefore, Eq.(17) is a self-consistent
tunneling time based on the homogeneity of the space-time.

The imaginary time may be regarded as the signal veloc-
ity of a truncated wave packet[38]. It is therefore important
for dynamic tunneling events. Over the past few years, the
imaginary time has been used to study baryon and lepton
number violation processes in collision experiments in the
TeV range[39,40]. This process is associated with the tun-
neling time between topologically different vacua in the stan-
dard electroweak model based on the baryon and lepton
number anomaly. Finally, we reiterate that by using property
of space-time transformation, we can define the quantum
tunneling time as the transition time of wave peak between
two sides of a barrier.
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